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3.1 Abstract

The metabotropic glutamate receptor 5 (mGluR5) is abundant in hippocampus 

and essential to proper synaptic plasticity in CA1 pyramidal cells. In the fragile X 

Syndrome (FXS) mouse model Fmr1-KO, these cells are affected morphologically and 

functionally in mGluR5-dependent ways. It is hypothesized in the “mGluR theory of 

FXS” {Bear 2004} that hyperstimulation of mGluR5s might account for these alterations 

in hippocampus. In the current study, we sought to determine whether the impaired 

representation of place observed in Fmr1-KO CA1 pyramidal cells in vivo can be 

corrected through pharmacological intervention in mGluR5 signaling. We recorded 

activity from hippocampal CA1 pyramidal cells in vivo in Fmr1-KO and wildtype (WT) 

littermates that were injected with either selective mGluR5 antagonist MPEP (2-methyl-

6-(phenylethynyl)-pyridine) or vehicle control, as they explored an open field arena. 

Based on the mGluR theory of FXS, we expected to see improved representation of 

spatial information in Fmr1-KO mice with administration of MPEP. Although we found 

a reduction of place field size in MPEP-treated Fmr1-KO mice, there was a concomitant 

decrease of spatial information per spike, which can be explained by unaltered spatial 

specificity of these neurons. Crucially, we found no increase of Fmr1-KO place cell 

stability or specificity of these spatial representations. WT mice were not affected by 

MPEP in any of the parameters tested. Our results therefore reject the hypothesis that 

this measure of cognitive dysfunction observed in Fmr1-KO mice depends exclusively 

on hyperstimulation of glutamatergic signaling in Fmr1-KO.
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3.2 Introduction

Loss of expression of the fragile X mental retardation protein (FMRP) in fragile X 

syndrome (FXS) effectively leads to disturbed synaptic function and plasticity {Pilpel 

2009}{Santos 2014}. FMRP regulates translation of mRNAs encoding approximately 

one third of pre- and postsynaptic proteins, most significantly targeting those involved 

in synaptic signaling pathways such as synaptic long-term potentiation (LTP) and 

depression (LTD), CREB signaling, GABA receptor signaling, and glutamate receptor 

signaling {Darnell 2011}{Li 2001}. It follows that the Fmr1-KO mouse model of FXS 

{Bakker 1994}{Mientjes 2006} differs from control mice in several neurophysiological 

aspects. The current study focuses on the role of of group 1 metabotropic glutamate 

receptors (mGluRs) in FXS, based on the mGluR theory of FXS {Bear 2004}.

Group 1 mGluRs are comprised of subtypes mGluR1 and mGluR5. The two receptors 

are differentially expressed in hippocampus; mGluR5s are predominantly expressed 

in CA1 pyramidal cell dendrites, thereby acting as the main mediator of glutamate 

signaling in these neurons {Lujan 1996}. Fmr1-KO CA1 pyramidal cells show an increase 

in dendritic spine density and an immature spine morphology, linked to expression of 

the postsynaptic mGluR5 {Levenga 2011}. Impaired synaptic plasticity is found in the 

same cells: mGluR5-mediated LTD was augmented both by low frequency stimulation, 

and by group 1 mGluR agonist DHPG {Huber 2002}. As synaptic plasticity is thought 

to lie at the basis of learning and memory {Hebb 1949}{Bliss 1973}{Morris 1989}, these 

mGluR5-mediated alterations might contribute to the intellectual deficits in FXS.

A consequence of hippocampal group 1 mGluR activation is the protein synthesis-

dependent internalization of ionotropic glutamate receptors AMPA and NMDA, 

resulting in synaptic LTD {Snyder 2001}. Another consequence is increased FMRP 

expression {Weiler 1997}. The mGluR theory of FXS posits that FMRP down-regulates 

group 1 mGluR activation-mediated protein synthesis, effectively repressing mGluR-

LTD. This theory accounts for the augmented LTD described in FXS, where FMRP is 

absent, and therefore mGluR-LTD is overexpressed. In fact, many of the symptoms of 

FXS might be explained by exaggerated effects of mGluR5-activation, and accordingly 

certain FXS symptoms can be alleviated through intervention in mGluR5-mediated 

pathways.

As a proof of principle, crossbreeding an Fmr1-KO mouse strain to express half of 

its mGluR5 protein levels corrects certain pathological phenotypes such as increased 

hippocampal LTD and sensitivity to audiogenic seizures {Dolen 2007}. Furthermore, some 

symptoms observed in FXS mouse models can be corrected through pharmacological 

intervention acting on mGluR5. Fenobam, for instance, is an mGluR5 antagonist 
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that was developed as an anxiolytic drug for human use {Porter 2005} and shares 

an allosteric modulatory site with the selective mGluR5 antagonist MPEP (2-methyl-

6-(phenylethynyl)-pyridine) {Gasparini 1999}. Both MPEP and fenobam structurally 

rescue an altered dendritic protrusion morphology in cultured Fmr1-KO hippocampal 

neurons in vitro {de Vrij 2008}. MPEP ameliorates several pathophysiological features 

at the cellular level in vitro {Osterweil 2010}{Aschrafi 2005}{Min 2009} as well as in vivo 

behavioral phenotypes such as sensitivity to audiogenic seizures {Yan 2005}. Acute 

treatment of Fmr1-KO with a similar selective mGluR5 inhibitor, CTEP (2-chloro-4-

((2,5-dimethyl-1-(4-(trifluoromethoxy)phenyl)-1H-imidazol-4-yl)ethynyl)pyridine), also 

corrects increased hippocampal LTD and sensitivity to audiogenic seizures {Michalon 

2012}.

Alleviation of rodent FXS phenotypes using drugs such as MPEP suggests a potential 

therapeutic value of pharmacological intervention in mGluR5-signaling in human FXS 

patients. However, it has proven difficult to establish in vivo a functional relationship 

between the genetic, synaptic, and behavioral findings in these animals, and therefore 

it is difficult to find an appropriate translational approach to test the efficacy of these 

drugs. In contrast to those of human patients, most behavioral phenotypes displayed in 

Fmr1-KO animals are subtle and some are inconsistent across studies. Such conflicting 

results on the behavioral phenotype of Fmr1-KO make it difficult to characterize the 

effects of pharmacological intervention.

For instance, pre-pulse inhibition of the startle response (PPI) is one of the most widely 

studied cross-species measures of neuronal information processing {Swerdlow 1999}. 

PPI is the ability of an organism to inhibit its reaction to a stimulus (pulse) when it 

is preceded by a weaker stimulus (prepulse). Deficits in PPI are closely linked with 

hypersensitivity to sensory stimulation and abnormalities of sensorimotor gating. PPI is 

a cross-species phenomenon, and abnormal PPI is present in both human FXS patients 

and Fmr1-KO mice, although different studies have contradictory results: In one study, 

human FXS patients showed a deficit in PPI whereas Fmr1-KO mice showed enhanced 

PPI {Frankland 2004}. But Fmr1-KO mice showed a deficit in PPI in a separate study, 

and this deficit was attenuated by MPEP {de Vrij 2008}. Similarly, fenobam improved 

the impaired FXS PPI in half of a group of human patients {Berry-Kravis 2009}. In a 

different study, Fmr1-KO mice showed no PPI deficit at all {Spencer 2006}, and yet 

another study failed to find an effect of mGluR5-antagonism on enhanced PPI in Fmr1-

KO mice {Thomas 2012}. These findings illustrate the difficulty to establish translatable 

behavioral phenotypes in animal models of FXS in which the effect of pharmacological 

manipulations can be researched; there is no clear, robust link between synaptic 

dysfunction and behavioral impairment on which to test deficit rescue.
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Behaviorally, some deficits are reported in spatial tasks involving the hippocampus: 

Fmr1-KOs show diminished ability for radial maze learning {Mineur 2002} and 

consistently display an increase in escape latency in reversal trials of the Morris water 

maze {Kooy 1996}{D’Hooge 1997}{van Dam 2000}, although spatial learning in the 

acquisition phase of the task is normal {Eadie 2009}. Fmr1-KO mice are impaired in 

the acquisition phase of a visuospatial discrimination task (though not in performance 

itself); the animals show a strong spatial preference with poor adaptation to a new 

location, indicating impaired cognitive flexibility compared with controls {Krueger 

2011}. These findings imply deficits in spatial memory, which is consistent with findings 

in FXS patients {Cianchetti 1991}. On the other hand, the behavioral and cognitive 

impairments in the animal model are moderate and somewhat unreliable, and are 

only a poor reflection of the devastating effects of FXS in humans. We addressed this 

problem in Chapter 2 by identifying a deficit in spatial information processing of Fmr1-

KO hippocampal CA1 pyramidal cells, which might underlie impaired spatial learning 

and mapping.

In a recent study, impaired spatial learning in Fmr1-KO mice and associated deficits in 

a downstream target of FMRP (PSD-95) were both reversed by MPEP {Gandhi 2014}. 

Building on this association of an in vitro protein level deficit with an in vivo behavioral 

impairment, which are both sensitive to MPEP, we hypothesize that correcting aberrant 

mGluR5-signaling might amend the neuronal processes disrupted in Fmr1-KO, 

in line with the mGluR theory of FXS. In the current study, we assess the potential 

therapeutic value of mGluR5 antagonism on this FXS phenotype, by taking advantage 

of the spatially selective firing properties of hippocampal CA1 pyramidal cells as a 

straightforward measure of proper hippocampal information processing. We use 

this cognitive system to test the hypothesis that altered mGluR5-signaling lies at the 

basis of the place field instability in Fmr1-KO we describe in Chapter 2 as a model for 

cognitive impairment in FXS.
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3.3 Results 

MPEP does not affect exploratory behavior

MPEP is highly selective for mGluR5 over mGluR1 and other subtypes {Gasparini 

1999}. Its in vivo peak occupancy is reached approximately 30 mins upon injection, and 

decreases linearly to control levels with an approximate half-life of 1 hour {Anderson 

2003}{Yan 2005}{Halberstadt 2011}. Therefore, we designed the experiment so that 

drug-treated and control conditions were alternated daily, allowing each animal to 

serve as its own control of drug treatment. 

We recorded neuronal activity in hippocampal CA1 during four subsequent spatial 

exploration sessions (across two days) in three Fmr1-KO mice and two WT control 

mice. All recording sessions were done with a complete set of four visual cues marking 

the environment (Figure 1A). Each animal was injected with either vehicle (saline) or 

MPEP (30 mg / kg bodyweight) dissolved in vehicle 30 mins before the start of the first 

recording session.

Our recordings yielded 45 WT and 114 Fmr1-KO place cells, which were defined as 

putative pyramidal cells that exhibited spatially modulated activity. The numbers of 

place cells recorded per animal and their contribution to the total number of place 

cells recorded per genotype are provided in Table 1. The yield of interneurons in 

this study was too low to significantly characterize the effect of mGluR5-antagonism: 

we recorded activity from only 3 WT and 11 Fmr1-KO interneurons. These cells were 

therefore excluded from further analysis.

Table 1. Numbers of WT and Fmr1-KO hippocampal CA1 place cells. 
Total number of putative pyramidal cells that exhibited spatially modulated activity (place cells) 
for each genotype and animal. Each animal’s contribution to the total number of cells recorded 
per genotype is presented as the percentage of recorded cells per genotype (%).

Genotype Total number of 
cells

Animal Number of cells Proportion of total

WT 45 1 13 ~29%

2 32 ~71%

KO 113 1 27 ~24%

2 75 ~66%

3 11 ~10%
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Figure 1. Experimental setup.
(A) Schematic of the behavioral protocol. On two consecutive days, in two recording sessions per day, animals 
freely explored a circular open field arena (middle). The arena was surrounded by four posters of geometric 
figures. Animals were injected with either MPEP or vehicle 30 mins before the first exploration session of the day, 
counterbalanced between days; different genotypes were recorded alternately in the morning or afternoon of 
consecutive days, and different genotypes were never injected with the same substance on the same day. (B) 
Exploratory behavior. Accumulated trajectories of a WT and a KO animal exploring the arena during an example 
session. (C) Parameters of exploratory behavior of WT (black) and Fmr1-KO (gray) mice. Data are represented 
as mean ± SEM. Average running speed (cm/s): WT Vehicle mean=6.05, SEM=1.01; WT MPEP mean=6.22, 
SEM=0.75; KO Vehicle mean=5.40, SEM=0.56; KO MPEP mean=4.67, SEM=0.61. Thigmotaxis (cm distance 
from center of the arena): WT Vehicle mean=23.57, SEM=5.76; WT MPEP mean=22.12, SEM=5.80; KO Vehicle 
mean=24.45, SEM=1.59; KO MPEP mean=25.16, SEM=1.95. Arena occupancy (ratio of sampled and unsampled 
parts of the arena): WT Vehicle mean=0.50, SEM=0.04; WT MPEP mean=0.54, SEM<0.01; KO Vehicle mean=0.54, 
SEM=0.02; KO MPEP mean=0.46, SEM=0.06. Data were compared using a Wilcoxon Signed Rank test. 
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We controlled for the influence of mGluR5 antagonism on parameters of exploratory 

behavior, which may act as a confounding factor for assessing differences in neuronal 

processing of spatial information (Figure 1B). Neither Fmr1-KO nor WT mice displayed 

significant within-animal effects of MPEP on running speed or thigmotaxis (average 

distance from the center of the arena), nor did mGluR5-antagonism influence the ratio 

between sampled and unsampled parts of the arena by these mice (Figure 1C).

MPEP does not rescue impaired spatial specificity of place cells in Fmr1-KO

None of the spike and spatial coding parameters mentioned in Tables 2&3 differed 

significantly between vehicle-treated Fmr1-KO and WT animals, nor did they differ 

significantly between MPEP-treated Fmr1-KO and WT animals, except for spatial 

information content of spikes (see below). MPEP did not affect spike parameters 

within either genotype, nor did it affect spatial coding parameters in WT mice (Table 2). 

However, MPEP significantly reduced the size of place fields (defined as >10 adjacent 

pixels in which the cell fired >30% of its max firing rate, see methods) in Fmr1-KO 

(Table 3) so that they did not significantly differ from WT vehicle levels, seemingly 

helping to create more specific spatial representations in these mice during spatial 

exploration (place field size as proportion of the total area of the arena: WT vehicle 

median=0.38, n=21, KO MPEP median=0.24, n=61, Mann-Whitney U= 558.5 two-

tailed; P = 0.39). Conversely, MPEP decreased the spatial information carried by Fmr1-

KO spikes (vehicle median=1.63, n=53, MPEP median=1.31, n=61, Mann-Whitney U= 

1099 two-tailed; P <0.005), which was reduced compared with WT (Two-way genotype 

x drug treatment ANOVA, effect of genotype: F1,155 = 14.21; P <0.001). This is a measure 

of a place cell’s firing rate increase in a location of the environment and the probability 

of the animal being in that location (see methods). These counterintuitive findings 

(reduced place field size and decreased spatial information content of MPEP-treated 

FMR1-KO place cells) might be reconciled by the fact that the spatial specificity (the 

ratio of in- vs out-field firing) of Fmr1-KO place cells, which was reduced compared 

with WT (Two-way genotype x drug treatment ANOVA, effect of genotype: F1,152 = 

5.124; P = 0.03), was not improved by MPEP (Table 3): since Fmr1-KO place cells show 

more homogeneous firing across the entire environment, less pixels are defined as 

place fields (so, place field size is decreased), whereas spatial information content of 

spikes decreases overall. 
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Table 2. MPEP-mediated effects on WT hippocampal CA1 place cells.
Means and SEM of WT place cell spikes and spatial coding parameters in control (vehicle) and 
mGluR5-antagonized (MPEP) conditions. Data were compared using a Mann-Whitney test.

Table 3. MPEP-mediated effects on Fmr1-KO hippocampal CA1 place cells.
Means and SEM of KO place cell spikes and spatial coding parameters in control (vehicle) and 
mGluR5-antagonized (MPEP) conditions. Data were compared using a Mann-Whitney test.

Descriptive statistics of WT 
hippocampal CA1 place cells

Vehicle
Mean ± SEM

MPEP
Mean ± SEM

P value

Spike parameters Maximum fi ring rate (Hz) 8.42 ± 2.32 8.52 ± 2.29 n.s.

Mean fi ring rate (Hz) 0.70 ± 0.15 0.41 ± 0.07 n.s.

Spatial coding 
parameters

Number of place fi elds per cell 1.29 ± 0.14 1.46 ± 0.18 n.s.

Place fi eld size
(as fraction of the arena)

0.29 ± 0.04 0.20 ± 0.03 n.s.

Spatial information per spike 2.14 ± 0.22 2.28 ± 0.34 n.s.

Spatial specifi city 3.72 ± 0.51 5.13 ± 1.24 n.s.

Descriptive statistics of Fmr1-KO 
hippocampal CA1 place cells

Vehicle
Mean ± SEM

MPEP
Mean ± SEM

P value

Spike parameters Maximum fi ring rate (Hz) 6.89 ± 0.77 6.35 ± 0.67 n.s.

Mean fi ring rate (Hz) 1.03 ± 0.13 1.06 ± 0.14 n.s.

Spatial coding 
parameters

Number of place fi elds per cell 1.13 ± 0.05 1.23 ± 0.09 n.s.

Place fi eld size
(as fraction of the arena)

0.36 ± 0.02 0.24 ± 0.02 <0.01

Spatial information per spike 1.74 ± 0.09 1.38 ± 0.11 <0.01

Spatial specifi city 3.34 ± 0.23 3.10 ± 0.29 n.s.
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MPEP does not improve stability of spatial representation in Fmr1-KO

Pixel-based Pearson correlations between rate maps of the halves of each recording 

were significantly reduced in Fmr1-KO mice compared with WT in our previous study 

(Chapter 2). However, probably due to the small sample size of the current study, 

we were not able to replicate these results here (WT vehicle median=0.46, n=41, 

KO vehicle median=0.46, n=103, Mann-Whitney U= 1942 two-tailed). We therefore 

proceeded to evaluate the potential within-genotype and within-animal effects of 

mGluR5 antagonism on the stability of place fields in Fmr1-KO and WT mice.

Within genotype, we found no effect of MPEP on the short-term stability of place 

fields for WT (Figure 2A; correlation coefficient, vehicle median=0.46, n=41, MPEP 

median=0.34, n=43, Mann-Whitney U= 702, two-tailed; P = 0.11) or Fmr1-KO (Figure 

2B; vehicle median=0.46, n=103, MPEP median=0.54, n=114, Mann-Whitney U= 4970 

two-tailed; P = 0.05), although there is a trend towards MPEP significantly improving 

the short-term stability of place fields in Fmr1-KO. These results were consistent when 

data were analyzed by comparing per-animal means (Figure 2C).

Furthermore, antagonism of mGluR5 did not improve the stability of place fields 

between subsequent recording sessions for WT (Figure 3A; vehicle median=0.64, n=20, 

MPEP median=0.52, n=21, Mann-Whitney U= 139 two-tailed; P = 0.07) or Fmr1-KO 

(Figure 3B; vehicle median=0.65, n=51, KO MPEP median=0.49, n=56, Mann-Whitney 

U= 1174 two-tailed; P = 0.11), which was also consistent when data were analyzed by 

comparing per-animal means (Figure 3C).

Our results indicate that the impairment we observed in Chapter 2 is unlikely to rely 

exclusively on endogenous hyperstimulation of glutamatergic signaling in Fmr1-KO 

mice, as MPEP neither improved short-term temporal stability of place fields compared 

to vehicle, nor did it improve the retention of these spatial representations over the 

30 min intervals between recording sessions so that the stability between recordings 

was increased.
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Figure 2. Stability of firing rate maps within sessions.
(A) Left, mean and SEM correlation of WT firing rate maps within each of the two daily recording 
sessions on days when the animal was either injected with vehicle or MPEP. Right, example WT 
firing rate maps during these sessions, split between the first (left panels) and second (right 
panels) halves of each recording session, to illustrate the stability of each map. Each heat map 
is scaled by the maximum firing rate (indicated in Hz) of the cell within that session. Areas of the 
arena that were not visited during the recording session are marked in white. (B) Same as in (A), 
but for Fmr1-KO animals. (C) Per animal means of firing rate map stability in vehicle and MPEP 
conditions.
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Figure 3. Stability of firing rate maps between sessions.
(A) Left, mean and SEM pixel-based Pearson correlation of WT firing rate maps between the 
two daily recording sessions on days when the animal was either injected with vehicle or MPEP. 
Right, example WT firing rate maps during these sessions, split between the first (left panels) and 
second (right panels) session of the day, to illustrate the stability of each map. Each heat map is 
scaled by the maximum firing rate (indicated in Hz) of the cell within that session. Areas of the 
arena that were not visited during the recording session are marked in white. (B) Same as in (A), 
but for Fmr1-KO animals. (C) Per animal means of firing rate map stability in vehicle and MPEP 
conditions.
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3.4 Discussion

Because FXS is caused by a single gene defect, and in effect the loss of a single protein, 

it is seen as a promising model to understand the pathophysiology of intellectual 

disability. The connection between its phenotype, impaired synaptic plasticity, FMRP, 

and mGluR signaling informed the mGluR theory of FXS. This theory was met with great 

of excitement in the field and beyond, as it offered a prime example of how findings from 

fundamental research may lead to novel treatment directions for psychiatric disease. 

As FXS is the leading single-gene cause of autism and shares many characteristics 

with other developmental disorders, it was anticipated that targets for treatment of 

these disorders might also be discovered in the same signaling pathway {Bear 2004}. 

However, results from animal studies testing this theory have been difficult to interpret 

due to the moderate manifestation and inconsistency of cognitive impairments and the 

ambiguity of their behavioral readout in rodent models of FXS. By evaluating the effect 

of MPEP on the stability of spatial representation in hippocampal CA1 pyramidal cells, 

we examined whether mGluR5-antagonism has a direct consequence for impaired 

neuronal information processing in Fmr1-KO, potentially highlighting manipulation of 

mGluR5-signaling pathways to remedy cognitive deficits in FXS.

Group 1 mGluRs play a critical role in hippocampus-dependent spatial memory and 

synaptic plasticity (see {Mukherjee 2013} for review). Therefore, if the mGluR theory 

of FXS indeed lay at the basis of the hippocampal spatial information processing 

impairments we observed in Chapter 2, we expected to see an effect of MPEP in 

correcting them. We used a dose which has proven to be pharmacologically effective in 

previous studies (30 mg / kg body weight) {Westmark 2009} and indeed affects spatial 

coding parameters in Fmr1-KO (Table 3). However, the half-life of MPEP is approximately 

1 hour {Anderson 2003}{Yan 2005}{Halberstadt 2011}, and our recordings spanned a 

total of 2 hours per day. We did not measure MPEP concentrations in our animals 

over time, and therefore we cannot be certain that this concentration remained high 

enough towards the end of the second recording to saturate the receptors.  However, 

our hypothesis would predict that - even if MPEP was no longer effective in the second 

recording session - it would quickly improve the initial processing of spatial information 

during the first recording session of the day by reducing the aberrantly induced Fmr1-

KO LTD in CA1 pyramidal cells, and thereby allow for a stronger maintenance of the 

spatial map between recording sessions, improving spatial mapping in the second 

session as well.

Although MPEP successfully reduced Fmr1-KO place fields to a size comparable 

to those of WT, it did not significantly correct the decreased stability of place fields 
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we observed in Chapter 2, although a trend towards increased short-term stability 

was observed, and we can therefore not conclude that mGluR5-antagonism rescues 

impaired spatial information processing in FXS. However, we did not replicate the 

aforementioned deficit in the current study, perhaps due to its small sample size. It 

is therefore possible that the effects of MPEP, if subtle, were also indiscernible in this 

study.

Alternatively, our results may imply that exaggerated mGluR5-LTD in hippocampal 

CA1 pyramidal cells does not underlie spatial information processing deficits in 

Fmr1-KO mice, and that there are other mechanisms at play. Not all mRNAs that are 

translated upon mGluR-activation are under control of FMRP {Bear 2004}, therefore 

mGluR5-antagonism might not rescue all the effects of FMRP-loss. Additionally, in 

otherwise normal mice, loss of mGluR5 impairs spatial learning and hippocampal CA1 

NMDAR-dependent LTP {Lu 1997}, and MPEP affects long-term place field stability 

in rats exploring novel (but not familiar) environments {Zhang 2014}, which implies 

that antagonizing mGluR5 in Fmr1-KO might exacerbate other mechanisms that could 

contribute to deficits in spatial information processing.

Furthermore, the pharmacological manipulation in our experiment was not exclusive 

to mGluR5. MPEP acts as an antagonist of the NMDAR {Moysesyan 2001}, which itself is 

involved in Fmr1-KO mGluR-mediated LTD mainly involving the GluN2B subunit {Toft 

2016}. Mice with a late-developmental deletion of GluN2B in CA1 pyramidal neurons 

exhibit impaired hippocampal LTD, learning, and memory {Brigman 2010}. The roles 

of GluN2B and NMDARs in mediating Fmr1-KO CA1 pyramidal cell LTD appear to be 

largely age-dependent and sometimes contradictory. However, disruption of NMDARs 

in hippocampal CA1 pyramidal cells in and of itself has been shown to increase place 

field size {McHugh 1996}, probably by impairing the incorporation of current spatial 

information in the stored representation {Cabral 2014a}. The reduction in place field 

size we observe in our study could thus be due to an antagonizing effect of MPEP on 

NMDAR-signaling. Additionally, it is important to note that a pharmacological agent 

might be able to ameliorate the acute effects of absence of FMRP within a synapse, 

but that it might not overcome symptoms of altered neuronal development caused by 

the FMRP deficit, such as abnormal dendritic spine density and morphology {Comery 

1997 }{Hinton 1991}.Finally, as the drug was administered systemically, it is possible 

that the drug indirectly affected hippocampal spatial information processing through 

mGluR5 antagonism in other brain areas {Shigemoto 1993}.

We used spatial information processing of CA1 pyramidal cells as a model to discern 

whether the cognitive deficits in FXS could be corrected through antagonism of 

mGluR5, as hypothesized in the mGluR theory of FXS. In the current study, however, 
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mGluR5-antagonism did not improve place field stability in Fmr1-KO mice, which 

was the main effect of the FMRP deficit in this experiment. Our findings suggest that 

treatment of hippocampal spatial coding impairments in FXS should be focused on 

pathways other than mGluR5.

In the years since our study, clinical trials of mGluR5 therapy for adolescent and adult 

FXS patients at three drug companies (Novartis, Roche, and Seaside Therapeutics) 

were discontinued, as they were not meeting the desired endpoints (improvement 

in abnormal behaviors) {Scharf 2015}. This is not to say that FXS patients might not 

benefit from treatment targeting glutamatergic pathways. Besides the acute effects 

of absence of FMRP within a synapse, the absence of FMRP throughout development 

might lead to more pervasive alterations in neuronal networks. mGluR5-antagonism 

in younger patients might then prove more fruitful than the studies performed, as it 

might correct these alterations in the growing brain. However, these alterations might 

not all be mGluR-dependent, and mGluR is likely necessary for normal brain function 

in development. Chronic administration of mGluR-antagonists to patients at an early 

age is therefore not advisable.
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3.5 Methods

In the current study, we used three Fmr1-KO mice {Mientjes 2006} and two littermate 

wildtype (WT) control mice, starting immediately the day after they completed the 

experiments described in Chapter 2. All experiments were performed in accordance 

with Dutch National Animal Experiments regulations, were approved by the 

Universiteit van Amsterdam, and were carried out by certified personnel. The methods 

and analyses were done as described in Chapter 2 with the following minor changes to 

the behavioral protocol, made in order to assess the effect of MPEP-mediated mGluR5 

antagonism on hippocampal representation of place. They were maintained on a 

regular 12-hour light-dark cycle (lights on: 8am, lights off: 8pm) and received standard 

food pellets and water ad libitum throughout the experiment. 

Each experiment in the current study consisted of four 30 min recording sessions (two 

per day on two consecutive days). The two daily recording sessions were separated 

only by a thirty-minute break, during which the animal rested in its home cage. During 

these sessions, hippocampal neural ensemble activity was recorded as the mice freely 

explored (without foraging for food) the circular open field arena. The arena was 

surrounded by four large visual cues in all four sessions (Figure 1A). Each animal was 

used for multiple (consecutive) experiments (on average 3 experiments per animal). 

A new set of visual wall cues was selected for each iteration: session 1 was always the 

first recording in the “novel” environment (in which all cues were new; the room and 

recording setup remained the same).

Animals were injected once per session (i.e. once per day) intraperitoneally either 

with vehicle (saline) or MPEP dissolved in vehicle, 30 min before the start of the first 

neural recording, and remained in their home cage during that time. All injections 

were at a volume of 0.1 ml / 10 g body weight; MPEP was dosed at 30 mg / kg body 

weight, a dose which has proven to be pharmacologically effective in previous studies 

{Westmark 2009}{Thomas 2012}. MPEP and vehicle injections were counterbalanced 

per genotype; different genotypes were recorded alternately in the morning or 

afternoon of consecutive days, and different genotypes were never injected with 

the same substance on the same day (Figure 1A). Since the half-life of MPEP is 

approximately 1  hour {Anderson 2003}{Yan 2005}{Halberstadt 2011}, drug-treated 

and control conditions were alternated daily, allowing each animal to serve as its own 

control of drug treatment. 

Analysis of neuronal data was performed as described in Chapter 2: In brief, 

videotracking data were visually inspected, checked for accuracy, and corrected 

manually when necessary. Individual clusters were excluded from analysis if their 
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recording was unstable. Cell type classification was based on firing rate and the mean 

of the autocorrelogram. Periods of inactivity (animal speed <3cm/s) were excluded 

from analysis. Place field firing maps were created by plotting pyramidal cell spike 

data on binned arena occupancy data (pixels: 2x2cm), normalizing this activity by the 

total time spent in each bin, and smoothed (radius: 2). Bins that received insufficient 

sampling (<200ms) were excluded from analysis. Only neurons that displayed place-

related activity in at least one session were included in analysis.

Place fields were defined as areas larger than 10 adjacent pixels where a pyramidal 

cell exhibited more than 30% of its maximum firing rate. Place field size was calculated 

as a fraction of the arena, by dividing the number of pixels that satisfied these criteria 

by the total number of pixels in the arena. Spatial information content of spikes X was 

calculated as described in {Lansink 2012}, after {Skaggs 1993}:

Where pi is the probability of the animal occupying pixel i, αi, is the average firing 

rate of the cell in pixel i, and α is the average firing rate of the cell in all pixels. Spatial 

specificity was calculated as the firing rate increase of each cell within its field (in-field 

firing rate divided by out-field firing rate).

Spatial coding parameter differences between drug conditions and genotypes were 

determined using Mann-Whitney U and ANOVA tests.
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